IN ORDER to determine how book selection is accomplished in larger academic libraries, a questionnaire was composed and sent to seventy selected academic libraries ranging in size from three hundred thousand volumes to over a million.1 The questionnaire sought to discover whether the library in question had librarians responsible for book selection, with what department in the library they were associated, what quali£ications were desired or required, and whether or not they had different salary scales or other bene£its for these specialists. Sixty-seven of the seventy libraries canvassed replied; and of these, sixtytwo were engaged in book selection.
I
brary and also the lack of agreement on how best to accomplish it.
Most of the larger academic libraries with £irmly established area studies, or medium-sized libraries with accelerated programs for collection development, were utilizing bibliographers or subject specialists responsible for the selection of library materials. Of the libraries with over £ive hundred thousand volume collections, approximately 69 per cent utilized bibliographers or subject specialists who were located in the technical services or were directly responsible either to the director of libraries or to one of the assistant directors; 22 per cent of the remaining libraries within this size-class utilized the heads of divisional reading rooms or subject areas as selectors. 3 Only 6 per cent of these libraries used subject bibliographers or subject specialists in reference departments as selectors. The remaining 3 per cent utilized combinations of the above or other methods. The majority of these libraries also had a pay scale for these selectors different from or higher than other librarians within the same class of position but without book selection duties.
If employed as a selector, approximately 60 per cent of the librarians with both a library degree and an advanced degree in a subject field were on a different or higher salary scale. In libraries that located selectors in reference departments, however, 76 per cent were on the same salary scale as other librarians in that department. In addition, 56 per cent of the selectors located in reference departments received no reduction in the number of weekly hours they were required to appear at the public reference desk to allow for selection duties.
Ostensibly, selection by librarians functioning as subject specialists in reference departments or some other public services position appears an excellent and perhaps economical approach.
Where the particular academic library is undergoing a period of accelerated growth and rapid collection development for new or expanded graduate and area studies programs, however, latent problems eventually demonstrate the weaknesses of such an approach. Problems of administrative control, overlapping of authority and supervision, duplication of effort by selectors and acquisition/order personnel, conflicts in reference desk duty and selection assignments, to name but a few, make the location of selectors in one of the public services departments something only to be undertaken with considerable care and planning. In-depth and expensive accelerated collection development demands block purchases, regular and sometimes extensive book purchasing trips and, obviously, considerable bibliographic competency and sophistication. If possible, librarians involved in this type of selection or collection development should be true specialists with a rich language background, graduate-level subject competence and/ or have an intimate knowledge of the book business, market, and out-of-print trade.
4 Of course, the choice of location for selectors within the library system depends upon other factors, such as the size of the academic institution; size, arrangement and growth rate of the library's collection ( s ) ; expansion of curricula to include graduate programs and developing area studies; archival programs; and special collections.
The results of this survey demonstrate that most academic libraries with a subject-divisional library arrangement usually prefer to have the heads of such divisions, reading rooms, or sections function in a dual capacity as both reference librarians and book selectors, a system that is not altogether without its advantages and merits. Small libraries that do not have a subject-divisional library arrangement usuaily tend to favor the location of book selectors in their reference departments. Most of the larger and rapidly growing academic libraries approach the problem of book selection and the location of selectors within the library system from other directions, however, such as bibliographers in acquisition departments; curators; separate book selection or collection development departments; area specialists; or bibliographers. NoTE: It is interesting to note that of the libraries that do not engage in book selection, four out of the five have neither academic nor faculty status for their librarians.
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